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One of the most powerful of the Seth Books, this essential guide to conscious living clearly and

powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of human potential, and the concept that we all create our

own reality according to our individual beliefs. Having withstood the test of time, it is still considered

one of the most dynamic and brilliant maps of inner reality available today.
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I've enjoyed reading the reviews of "Seth Speaks" by the late Jane Roberts. I originally purchased

this book in the early 80s not long after I had enlisted in the Air Force and saw a fellow airman

reading one of the more advanced volumes of the Seth material. He dissuaded me from reading the

volume he was reading and suggested I read "Seth Speaks" instead. Being no stranger to the

metaphysical (I was raised a Christian Scientist and my Grandfather has a testimonial in that the

Science and Health), I nonetheless started my read of Seth Speaks with some skepticism. It was

not long before I became absolutely engrossed in the book, spending nearly three weeks of time

doing nothing but study it in my spare time (along with some long runs from time to time to clear my

mind). I then obtained several other volumes of the Seth Material, and studied those as well. I thank

you for considering my comments.TO THOSE WHO THINK THAT THE BOOKS ARE A HOAX

DESIGNED TO GENERATE CASH FOR JANE ROBERTS AND ROBERT BUTTS: There are few

who apparently agree with you in these reviews. Furthermore, I sincerely doubt if these fine people

ever made any significant money from writing these books. Frankly, I'm glad they made enough of a

living to spend time generating the material.THE PROOF IS IN THE PRACTICE OF THE



CONCEPTS: Only by practicing the concepts in these books, begining with the concept that

consciosness precedes form ("You - you as a multidimensional personality - create your own reality"

as so many herein have mentioned), can you find out if these ideas are suited for you. If they are

not, you will know. If they are, you will also know.THIS BOOK IS A MUST READ FOR YOU: Not

many books can be read by many people and turn out to be their favorite book of all time.

I'm not religious, tend to be practical, and as a rule, I don't tend to read a lot of books. I'm an

information addict and if drawn to the printed page it's usually because I'm looking for answers to

questions or factual information. I didn't think I'd ever end up reading something that the uninformed

would probably file under new-age. So why was I unable to put this book down?This, along with

"The Nature of Personal Reality", has been my exposure to the Seth 'concept' so far. A few years

ago when I read this, I was in a job I hated, probably drinking too much and couldn't really see an

upturn in life's fortunes. I had heard about the Seth books via Francis Dunnery's songwriting and did

a bit of looking around and in retrospect, couldn't have found these books at a more perfect time

during my life. Where "The Nature of Personal Reality" probably did a lot of corrective work on

refocusing my approach to life, this is the volume that pulled my mind wide open and got me to think

at great length. Seth's concepts, possibilities, (I will hesitate to use the word explanations) were

enough to bring a positivity and curiosity back into an otherwise drab existence. While it's easy

enough to use the approach that if you can't change your world, change yourself, reading this

opened up the other possibility that I would have otherwise been too cautious to take - to look at that

world in a different way. Same world, same you, better understanding, better outlook.One reviewer

here - a hallowed top 500 reviewer, no less - stopped short of calling either Jane Roberts or the

publishers crooks for charging money for selling lies. You're not asked to believe it, just to consider

it.
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